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“Superior digital experiences must built, they can’t be bought”
Source: Gartner Group



75% of application development supporting digital 
business will be built not bought by 2020

Source: Gartner Group

of new applications will use Open Source and will run 
on Open Source Data Base by 202070%



Open Source Software Guiding the Digital Transformation

“If 80 % to 90 % of your IT spend is on maintenance (such as proprietary software licensing and such), that 
leaves very little budget for innovation…”

http://www.cmswire.com/digital-experience/how-open-source-guides-digital-transformation/

http://www.cmswire.com/digital-experience/how-open-source-guides-digital-transformation/


“The secret for successful digital transformation are data”
Source: Forbes



Data growth...Brontobyte Era is coming....

“There were five exabytes of information created between the dawn of civilization through 2003, but that much information is 

now created every two days, and the pace is increasing...People aren't ready for the technology revolution that's going to 

happen to them”  Google CEO Eric Schmidt  - August 2010 



Data growth...driven by unstructured data



Structured and Unstructured Data

Quale oggi il più grande vantaggio derivato dall’uso dei dati? “Non 

pagare il prezzo della loro mancanza. Le decisioni migliori si prendono

proprio grazie ai dati”.  Paolo Pelloni (Axians Sirecom) per Digitalic Marzo 2019



Structured and Unstructured Data & Big Data 

Big Data references “The Three 

V’s” – Volume, Velocity and 

Variety. 

Typically, only one of these 

attributes needs to be present for 

a data asset to be considered Big 

Data however, often two or all 

three attributes co-exist.



Big Data…..and the changing database landscape…

“By 2020, more than 70%
of new in-house 
applications will be 
developed on an 
OSDBMS.”  Gartner

– Gartner

“Data is a new class of 

economic asset, with 

properties similar to 

currency or gold.”

January 2012 World 

Economic Forum Davos 

(Switzerland)

The digital economy is driven by Big Data… 

…to deal with it, companies require more agile, flexible, and scalable tools…



The commercial database market - 80% of 

which is an oligopoly of Oracle, Microsoft and 

IBM - has remained one of the most stable and 

sticky in all of tech for over two decades.

However, we think the velocity and magnitude of 

its decline is likely to surprise many investors… 

…and so, what's going on in the market? 



…popularity trend picture….. 

http://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend

http://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend


Method of calculating the scores of the DB-Engines Ranking

The DB-Engines Ranking is a list of database management systems ranked by their current popularity. 

We measure the popularity of a system by using the following parameters: 

• Number of mentions of the system on websites, measured as number of results in search engines queries. 
At the moment, we use Google and Bing for this measurement. In order to count only relevant results, we are 
searching for <system name> together with the term database, e.g. "Oracle" and "database". 

• General interest in the system. For this measurement, we use the frequency of searches in Google Trends. 

• Frequency of technical discussions about the system. We use the number of related questions and the 
number of interested users on the well-known IT-related Q&A sites Stack Overflow and DBA Stack Exchange. 

• Number of job offers, in which the system is mentioned. We use the number of offers on the leading job 
search engines Indeed and Simply Hired. 

• Number of profiles in professional networks, in which the system is mentioned. We use the 
internationally most popular professional network LinkedIn. 

• Relevance in social networks. We count the number of Twitter tweets, in which the system is mentioned. 

http://www.google.com/
http://www.bing.com/
http://www.google.com/trends/
http://stackoverflow.com/
http://dba.stackexchange.com/
http://www.indeed.com/
http://www.simplyhired.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/
http://twitter.com/


http://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend

Open Source applications and databases are changing the enterprise

Database Popularity 

http://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend


Top five Data Base 

http://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend

http://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend


Opensource are changing the enterprise

“By 2020, more than 70% of new in-house applications will be developed on an OSDBMS, 
and 50% of existing commercial RDBMS instances will have been converted or will be in 
process...”

Figure 2. Relational Open-Source DBMS Maturity Evaluation, 2017Figure 1. Relational Open-Source DBMS Maturity Evaluation, 2009

“The most demonstrable benefit of OSDBMSs, given their increasing suitability from a technology perspective, is the TCO of these products. When skills were at a minimum, management 
tools were few and the software was relatively immature, the TCO was not necessarily lower than those of commercial vendor offerings. That has changed to the point where we now 
believe that the cost of managing OSDBMSs and the availability of skills are now close to parity with those of the commercial DBMS offerings. We therefore believe there are clear savings 
in TCO for the OSDBMS. With software costs skyrocketing, this has become a major focus of IT management and is a major impact of the OSDBMS.”
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Which Open Source Data Base ?

http://datafloq.com 



NEW Database paradigms



The Modern Data Platform landscape

New data sources
Social LocationSensorsData

Services

Transactions

SQL 
PostgreSQL 
compatible

SQL
MySQL 

compatible

New Data Models
NoSQL

Document, Column, Key Value, Graph, 

Conventional Data Platform

RDBMS   OLTP
ACID

Systems of
Record

Systems of 
Insight

Data Warehouse 
& Marts

Structured 
Data

Structured 
Data

Mobile

“New” Relational
Open Source SQL

New Data Models
Hortonworks 

(Hadoop/Spark)
Unstructured Data / Text 



SQL vs NoSQL (Not Only SQL)



RDBMS + NoSQL : work together 

Exemple:

Cassandra Storage Engine makes 

Cassandra's column family appear as 

a table in MariaDB that you can insert 

to, update, and select from.

You can write joins against this table, 

it is possible to join data that's stored 

in MariaDB with data that's stored in 

Cassandra.



https://seekingalpha.com

…so: why we are living the OSDB era ? 

- Migration to SaaS, where most offerings use free open-source databases

- Faster growth in use cases such as social media, IoT, and unstructured/semi-structured data 

that are ill-suited to the SQL standard upon which the database oligopoly is based;

- The increasing stability and functionality of a variety of free open-source options, most of 

which are "Not Only SQL" (NoSQL) and are therefore much better suited to the aforementioned 

use cases; 

- The disproportionately large benefits that NoSQL databases continue to realize as a result of 

Moore's Law-driven improvements in processors, memory, solid-state storage, and network 

throughput (these improvements increase NoSQL's ability to handle both NoSQL and SQL use 

cases on-the-fly and progressively marginalize SQL-only databases just as SQL-only databases 

marginalized mainframe-based databases during the late '80s and '90s).



Leading Open Source Technologies

27





MongoDB :

Most Developer Requested 

Database in the world

Company
• Headquartered in New York, NY

• Founded in 2007

• Publicly listed in 2017 

• (Nasdaq Global Market: MDB)

Product
• #1 Fastest growing database in market

• Leader in The Forrester Wave™ for Big 

Data NoSQL and for Document stores

• 4,900+ customers in over 90 countries

• 30mm+ downloads The Forrester Wave™:

Big Data NoSQL

The Forrester Wave™:

Document Stores
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MongoDB:  Stock Trend (IPO Oct 2017)
MongoDB Inc.   NASDAQ: MDB



MongoDB characteristics  (1 di 2)



MongoDB characteristics  (2 di 2)



Primaria

Secondaria2

REPLICA SET * SHARD ** 2 SHARD 3 SHARD 4 SHARD N (N=15) 

Primaria

Secondaria2

Primaria

Secondaria2

Primaria

Secondaria2

Primaria

Secondaria2

Sharding: meccanismo di scalabilità orizzontale tra i vari “nodi”

* Replica Set: consiste in due o più copie dei dati. Ogni replica può avere ruolo di Copia Primaria oi Secondaria in qualunque momento

** Uno Shard è un Replica Set : i dati sono divisi in intervalli e distribuiti su molteplici shard. MongoDB include un meccanismo di balancing

…

Architettura di infrastruttura MongoDB

Secondaria1 Secondaria1 Secondaria1 Secondaria1 Secondaria1



MongoDB running on IBM POWER Price-Performance Guarantee

• The IBM Power S822LC for Big Data server (22-core/2.89 GHz 128GB memory, 4 TB SATA Storage) must be purchased from IBM or an 
authorized IBM Business Partner prior to December 31, 2017.  The guarantee period is valid for three (3) months from the date of purchase. The 
x86 based systems must be comparably configured branded servers from Cisco, Dell, HP, or Lenovo and the client is responsible for all 
MongoDB licenses.

• 2X throughput performance per price means that the customer's documented throughput performance on the S822LC POWER8 system based 
on either queries, operations or transactions per second divided by the price of the such system will be at least 2 times higher than the 
customer's same documented throughput performance on the x86 based system divided by the price of such comparable x86 system.

• Remediation:  IBM will provide additional performance optimization and tuning services consistent with IBM Best Practices, at no charge. If 
unable to reach guaranteed level of price-performance, IBM will provide additional equally configured systems to those already purchased to 
reach the guaranteed level of price-performance.

Notes:

1. Client’s POWER8 Machine and the x86 Machine must be running at similar utilization rates.

2. Client’s POWER8 Machine’s system performance cannot be constrained by I/O subsystem. Specifically, the I/O subsystem on the POWER8 Machines must achieve greater than or equal I/O bandwidth and operations per second than 

the x86 Machine.

3. Client’s POWER8 Machine’s physical memory must be the same or greater than the physical memory on the x86 Machine

4. Client is responsible for demonstrating comparable real-world representative workload between the POWER8 Machine and the x86 Machine through the use of the IBM provided tools and comparable tools on x86 systems.

5. 2.0x guarantee is available in countries with published list prices and is based on performance and list price for the x86 based server (Dell, Cisco, Lenovo, or HP) based on E5-2600 v4 or earlier and the IBM S822LC for Big Data.

IBM Power Systems guarantees the Power S822LC for Big Data system built with POWER8 delivers at least a 2X price-performance 
advantage vs. x86 based servers when running a customer application/workload based on MongoDB.  

2X price-performance means that the customer's documented throughput performance on the S822LC POWER8 divided by the price of the 
system will be at least 2 times higher than the customer's documented throughput performance on the x86 based system divided by the 

price of the comparable x86 system.

EX: If transactions per second on the S822LC are 20,000 and 10,000 on the x86 based system, while the price of the S822LC is $10,000, and
the price of the x86 based system is $10,000, then the Throughput Performance Per Price would be exactly 2 times higher and the guaranty
would be met."

2X
Better 

Price/Performance

GUARANTEED



IBM & MongoDB: a strong relationship since 2015….

Entry Configuration
• IBM Power System S822LC for Big Data
• 10-core 2.92 GHZ
• 128 GB memory
• Two 960 GB SATA SSD drives
• 10k RPM 2 TB drives (for data)
• Linux (RHEL/Ubuntu LE)
• KVM (optional)

Performance Configuration

• IBM Power System S822LC for Big Data

• 20-core 2.926 GHZ

• 256 GB memory

• Two 960 GB SATA SSD drives

• SSD drives (for data)

• Linux (RHEL/Ubuntu LE)

• KVM (optional)

Cloud Configuration

• IBM Power System S822LC for Big Data 

• 20-core 2.926 GHZ

• 512 GB memory

• Two 960 GB SATA SSD drives

• FC i/o adapters (connect to external storage)

• Linux (RHEL/Ubuntu LE)

• KVM (optional)

High Availability & Redundancy

Example POWER8 Configurations &

Sizing Guidance

➢ MongoDB supports replica sets and auto replica 

failover. 

➢ Review MongoDB’s recommended replication 

architecture options. 

➢ Multiple POWER8 servers will be required to 

implement replica sets.

➢ For details, read MongoDB Getting Started Guide 

for Administrators: Replications: Link

Sharding

➢ MongoDB supports sharded clusters. 

➢ Review MongoDB’s recommended sharding

options. 

➢ Multiple POWER8 servers or VMs will be required 

to implement sharding.

➢ For details, read MongoDB Getting Started Guide 

for Administrators: Sharded Clusters: Link

Installing, Tuning & Sizing on POWER8

➢ Getting Started Guide on POWER8: Link

➢ Tuning Guide on POWER8: Link

➢ Sizing Guide on POWER8: Link

Note: These are sample configs provided as a starting point. They should be customized to 

meet specific client needs. 

- For read-intensive workloads

- For read-write balanced workloads

- For write-intensive workloads

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/replication/
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/sharding/
https://ibm.co/29Rr51J
https://ibm.co/28Qv5iK
http://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/sizing/protect/sizingguide/RunSG?guide_id=sgq39964730131307102




PostgreSQL : DBMS of the Year 2017



Postgres: una lunga storia….

Current Release is 11.2 (Feb. 2019)



PostgreSQL characteristics  (1 di 2)



PostgreSQL characteristics  (2 di 2)



PostgreSQL on Power Systems Price-Performance Guarantee

• •

IBM Power Systems guarantees the S822LC for Big Data system built with POWER8 delivers at least a 1.8X price-performance advantage 
versus x86 based servers when running a virtualized customer application/workload based on EnterpriseDB Postgres 9.5.  

1.8X price-performance means that the customer's documented throughput performance on the S822LC POWER8 divided by the sum of the price of
the system and associated EnterpriseDB licenses will be at least 1.8 times that of the customer's documented throughput performance on the x86
based system divided by the sum of the price of the comparable x86 system and associated EnterpriseDB licenses

EX: If transactions per second on the S822LC are 18,000 and 10,000 on the x86 based system, while the price of the S822LC and associated
EnterpriseDB licenses is $10,000, and the price of the x86 based system and associated EnterpriseDB licenses is $10,000, then the Throughput
Performance Per Price would be exactly 1.8 times advantaged and the guaranty would be met."

Notes:

1. Client’s POWER8 Machine and the x86 Machine must be running at similar utilization rates.  Eligible Machine and the Compared Machine must be partitioned  with at least 4 equal sized partitions.

2. Client’s POWER8 Machine’s system performance cannot be constrained by I/O subsystem. Specifically, the I/O subsystem on the POWER8 Machines must achieve greater than or equal I/O bandwidth and operations per second than the x86 Machine.

3. Client’s POWER8 Machine’s physical memory must be the same or greater than the physical memory on the x86 Machine

4. Client is responsible for demonstrating comparable real-world representative workload between the POWER8 Machine and the x86 Machine through the use of the IBM provided tools and comparable tools on x86 systems.

5. 1.8x guarantee is based on list price for the x86 based server (Dell, Cisco,or HP) and list price for the IBM S822LC for Big Data.

6. EnterpriseDB Postgres Advanced Server 9.5 license are priced at $1750 per core - EDB 9.5  http://www.enterprisedb.com/products-services-training/subscriptions-power

The IBM Power S822LC for Big Data server (20-core/2.92 GHz 256GB memory, 4 TB SATA Storage) must be purchased from IBM or an authorized IBM Business 

Partner prior to March 31, 2017.  The guarantee period is valid for three (3) months from the date of purchase. The x86 based systems must be comparably 

configured branded servers from Cisco, Dell, or HP and the client is responsible for all EnterpriseDB licenses.

1.8 X price-performance means that the customer's documented throughput performance on the S822LC POWER8 divided by the sum of the price of the system 

and associated EnterpriseDB licenses will be at least 1.8 times that of the customer's documented throughput performance on the x86 based system divided by the 

sum of the price of the comparable x86 system and associated EnterpriseDB licenses 

Remediation:  IBM will provide additional performance optimization and tuning services consistent with IBM Best Practices, at no charge. If unable to reach 

guaranteed level of price-performance, IBM will provide additional equally configured systems to those already purchased to reach the guaranteed level of price-

performance.

http://www.enterprisedb.com/products-services-training/subscriptions-power


IBM Power benefits for PostgreSQL ?

Performance

Power Hardware meets scale up requirements for PostgreSQL

Power’s 3x cache vs. x86 retrives data from memory with the lowest latency

Virtualization Flexibility

Power VM or KVM provide the ability to consolidate multiple database or applications while 

maintaining isolation

Power VC or Docker containers allow rapid deployment of new databases

Hardware resources can be shared and allocated/resiuzed as needed

Availability

PostgreSQL is an RDBMS that scales up (although it does have replication support)

Highly available server technology is key to avoiding service interruption

Cost Savings …great price performance….



PGDay a Bologna: 16-17 Maggio 2019
Admiral Park Hotel - Via Fontanella, 3, Zola Predosa - Bologna

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Admiral+Park+Hotel+Bologna/@44.4627362,11.1992285,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x477fd7c614d54c39:0x715cf678965d2c6!8m2!3d44.4627324!4d11.2014172




IBM and Hortonworks: Our Journey
Others can simply not compete with this set of capabilities!

© Hortonworks, Inc. 2011-2018. All rights reserved.

September
2016

IBM Power 
Systems 

partnership

February
2017

IBM Spectrum 
Scale 

Certification 
Announced

April
2017

HDP Delivered 
for Power 
Systems

BigSQL and 
DSX on HDP

December
2017

HDF Delivered 
for Power 
Systems

June
2017

HDP and HDF 
Certified for 

Spectrum Scale

Analytics 
Partnership –

Hadoop & Data 
Science

July/Aug
2018

HCP, HDP 3 and 
HDF 3.2 for 

Power Systems

HDP and HDF 
POWER9 
Support

August
2017

IBM Wins

2017 Global 

Partner of the 

Year!



Hortonworks and Cloudera to Merge

− Announced 2018 Oct 3 – Deal closed on Jan 3, 2019

− Three year commitment to support current products

(IBM Power and ESS support included)

− Post-merge:  the combined company will create ‘Unity’ release

− Hortonworks Founder (Arun Murthy) becomes Chief Product 
Officer to lead product development at combined company

− IBM relationship quoted by new CEO to be key partnership to 
be maintained post-merger

Blog:  IBM Response to Hortonworks Merger

https://www.ibmbigdatahub.com/blog/how-hortonworkscloudera-merger-shifts-hadoop-landscape


IBM is the industry leader in 
analytics platforms  

49

IBM Consensus Leader in Data
Science & Business Analytics

Apache Committers Top 20

OPEN SOURCE
Together IBM and Hortonworks lead the 
open source community  

IBM Power and Spectrum Scale lead in 
performance and flexibility

Hortonworks is the leading contributor 
to Apache Hadoop 



Hortonworks - Optimized Infrastructure with Power 9

Relational 

Databases
(DB2, Oracle, Teradata,  

Netezza, SAP Hana, 

PostgreSQL, MySQL…) 

Live

Streams

Federate

Off Load

Augment

Data At 

Rest

Data in 

Motion

IBM optimized Infrastructure

CIO/CTO

IT/Data Architects 

Storage Admins

LoB Developers, Data Scientists 

Business Analysts  

Marketing ManagersP
e
rs

is
t

HDF

Advanced Analytics and 

Data Science

Explore, Discover, 

Analyze

Secure

HCP

Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP)

Hortonworks Data Flow (HDF)

Hortonworks Cybersecurity Platform (HCP)



Enterprise Data Warehouse Modernization
Optimize the data warehouse by shifting right workload to Hadoop

Archive Data away from EDW

- Move cold or rarely used data to Hadoop 

as active archive 

- Get common namespace with Spectrum Scale between 

EDW and Hadoop for easier data movement

- Store more of data longer 

Offload costly ETL process

- Free your EDW to perform high-value functions like 

analytics & operations, not ETL

- Use Hadoop for advanced ETL

Optimize the value of your EDW

- Use Hadoop to refine new data sources, such as web 

and machine data for new analytical context

Reduce migration effort & skillset gap

- Use existing investment in Oracle/Db2/Teradata…skills

- BigSQL allows you to migrate applications without major 

code rewrites and additional SQL development

Control cluster sprawl 

- Grow storage independent of compute with ESS

- Significant savings in infrastructure costs with Power 

and ESS combo. 

Enterprise Data 
Warehouse

Db2 / Oracle / Teradata / 
…

Hot Data

Hadoop

Cold Data, Archive Data, 
New Sources 

HDP On Power 

SQL Interface BigSQL On Power 

Analytics Software 
(Data Marts, Business Analytics, Visualization etc) 

ESS* for 

performance

ESS* for 

Data Lake

IBM Spectrum Scale * 

New Data Sources
Streaming / IOT data

HDF On Power 

*ESS= IBM Elastic Storage Server (hardware+software)   → * IBM Spectrum Scale (software GPFS) 



Hortonworks on IBM POWER9 Reference Architecture

Refer to the published Reference Architectures for Local Storage and Shared Storage configurations.

https://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=06017906USEN&
https://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=07017907USEN&


IBM Power Linux 
Best platform for Open Source Data Base

(focus on: Scale out Servers)



OPEN SOURCE

Density, speed-up, 

compaction of the 

most ubiquitous open 

source engines

OPEN POWER

350+ OpenPOWER

members co-design 

around the core to 

accelerate cognitive 

and general workloads

Innovation from an 

ecosystem of partners 

across the stack 

and open to the core

OPEN CAPI

Laying the groundwork 

for faster coherent 

open interfaces to 

attach to accelerators

+++ ++++++

OPEN FRAMEWORKS 

The industry’s most 

ubiquitous Cognitive/AI 

frameworks - optimized 

and accelerated. 

+++



Infrastructure matters: IBM Power System



Why IBM POWER 9 is ideal for the MDP Era



Available with 

Enterprise 

Support!

Linux Distributions on IBM Power Systems

Community Supported distributions

➢ Built from the same source as x86

➢ Delivered on same schedule as x86

➢ Supported at the same time as x86

http://www.ubuntu.com/download/server/power8
https://wiki.centos.org/SpecialInterestGroup/AltArch/ppc64le
http://fr2.rpmfind.net/linux/fedora-secondary/releases/
https://www.debian.org/CD/http-ftp/
http://download.opensuse.org/ports/ppc/


POWER9 - IBM Power Systems Virtualization   

Fastest and most efficient virtualization system for Linux environment

IBM POWER 9



SMT=Simultaneous Multi-Threading    

OLTP = On-Line Transaction Processing  

Key Advantages of IBM Power Systems versus x86 servers

Sources: Broadwell EP: http://ark.intel.com/products/family/91287/Intel-Xeon-Processor-E5-v4-Family#@Server

POWER8: http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=BR&infotype=PM&appname=STGE_PO_PO_USEN&htmlfid=POB03046USEN

ITIC reliability survey :  http://itic-corp.com/category/itic-survey-results/

VMware: https://www.vmware.com/pdf/vsphere6/r60/vsphere-60-configuration-maximums.pdf

x86POWER9

Less 

Downtime

AvailabilityCPU 

Performance

3x more cache per 

processor

2-4x Memory Bandwith

4x Threads per core

Vs x86 

Broadwell/Skylake
POWER9 + 

OpenPOWER

x86

Hardware 

Accelerators
Flexibility

http://ark.intel.com/products/family/91287/Intel-Xeon-Processor-E5-v4-Family#@Server
http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=BR&infotype=PM&appname=STGE_PO_PO_USEN&htmlfid=POB03046USEN
http://itic-corp.com/category/itic-survey-results/
https://www.vmware.com/pdf/vsphere6/r60/vsphere-60-configuration-maximums.pdf


AC922

• Industry first and only in advanced IO 

with 2nd Generation CPU - GPU 

NVLink delivering ~5.6X higher data 

throughput 

• Up to 4 integrated NVIDIA “Volta” 

GPUs air cooled (GTH) and up to 6 

GPUs with water cooled (GTX) version

• Only platform with memory coherence 

for data capacity needed in the AI era 

• ~4x better performance for model 

training (1)

L922

• Industry leading reliability and 

computing capability 

• PowerVM ecosystem focus for 

outstanding utilization

• Focus on memory capacity with 

up to 4TB of RAM

LC922

LC921

• Density focused with 2 

POWER9 sockets in a 1U 

form factor

• Up to 40 cores and 2TB 

RAM- ideal for environments 

requiring dense computing

• Highest storage capacity (120 

TB) in the Power portfolio, KVM 

support, leveraging P9 compute 

for a composable design

• Advanced IO with PCIe 

4.0/CAPI 2.0 

• Up to 44 cores and 2TB RAM

• Superior performance while 

having a list price which is 

~30% less (4)

PowerVM and

high RAS 

Accelerated 

Compute  Big Data

A portfolio for the new Era 
From Mission-Critical workloads to AI and Cloud Computing leadership 

Announce 5/8 GA 5/25

Announce 5/8 GA 5/25



IBM Power System and The Modern Data Center

“The Best Server for Enterprise AI”“The Big Data Crusher” 

• Only server with 2nd Gen NVLink

between CPU-GPU in the industry 

delivering leadership acceleration

• Co-optimized infrastructure and 

software with PowerAI

• ~4x the performance over x86 for AI 

workloads 

• Combining the right balance of 

compute capabilities delivered with 

the P9 processor and up to 120TB 

of storage capacity 

• Scaling efficiency with advanced 

IO (PCIe 4.0/CAPI 2.0) 

• 2X the number of active users 

• 2X the price-performance 

- MongoDB

- Hadoop

- Cassandra

- Redis

- HPC

- ...

IBM Power9 LC922 IBM Power9 AC922

Data lakes and data 
intensive applications 

ML/DL Model Training 



IBM Power Systems LC922

Designed to crush Big Data Workloads in the New Era  

System Details

▪ 2 sockets, 2U

▪ Up to 44 cores (2.6-2.91Ghz)

▪ 2TB Max Memory (16 DIMMs)

▪ 12 SFF/LFF (HDD/SSD) (4x NVMe enabled)

▪ Optional additional rear 2x SFF SAS/SATA for OS

▪ Max 120 TB storage (HDD)

▪ Max 45.6TB (SSD) capacity

▪ 6 PCIe Gen4 slots

▪ 2 PCIe G4 x16 FHFL slots, CAPI2.0 enabled

▪ 3 PCIe G4 x8 FHFL slots, physically x16

▪ 1 PCIe G4 x8 LP slot

▪ Default 3 year 9x5 warranty, 100% CRU

▪ OS Support – Linux LE

▪ Ubuntu 18.04 LTS

▪ RHEL 7.5 for Power9 (i.e. Pegas 1.1)

▪ Multiple VM support will be available Mid June 

2018

The LC922 enhances the LC product line’s open 

heritage and cost optimization with the new P9 

processor which delivers the compute and scaling 

capability needed in today’s AI Era. 

• LC922 delivers 2x price-performance over x86 

alternatives for leading data rich applications (3)

• Enable ~2x more active users on a single server 

with LC922 improving infrastructure flexibility for 

data scientist (2)

• Industry leadership in IO with the industry’s first 

general compute system containing PCIe 4.0 and 

CAPI 2.0

• Optimized design to deliver superior performance 

at a ~30% lower list price than a equivalent HP 

DL380 (4)



System Details
▪ 2 socket, 1U

▪ Up to 40 cores (2.13-2.2Ghz)

▪ 2TB Max Memory (16 DIMMs)

▪ 4 LFF/SFF Bays  (4x NVMe enabled)

▪ Max 40 TB storage (HDD)

▪ Max 15.2TB (SSD) capacity

▪ 4 PCIe Gen4 slots

▪ 2 PCIe G4 x16 FHFL Slot, CAPI 2.0 enabled

▪ 1 PCIe G4 x8 LP slot

▪ 1 PCIe G4 x8 LP slot, CAPI 2.0 enabled (internal)

▪ Default 3 yr 9x5 Warranty 100% CRU

▪ OS Support – Linux LE

▪ Ubuntu 18.04 LTS

▪ RHEL 7.5 for Power9 (i.e. Pegas 1.1)

▪ Multiple VM support will be available Mid 

June 2018

Industry leading compute in a dense 1U form 

factor with 2 P9 processors to meet the 

challenges of data growth in the AI Era  

▪ Ideal for dense compute, virtualization and 

container deployments requiring a balanced 

system design of through-put and density 

▪ Ideal scaling capabilities leveraging PCIe 4.0 

with InfiniBand CX-5 for dense computing 

deployments 

▪ Maximize data center efficiency and reduce 

infrastructure cost 

IBM Power Systems LC921

Drives the most compute in the smallest rack space



Open Source Myth :

Open Source DBs deliver 1.8-2X+ greater value on 
POWER9 vs. x86……and 

“x86 is the best platform for Open Source Databases”  



Power LC922 Server: Improved Price-Performance for Clients
Better Performance and Lower Cost running YCSB (Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark) with MongoDB than tested Intel Xeon SP servers

Intel Xeon SP Gold 
6150 server:

322,738 Ops/sec

Power LC922
472,927 Ops/sec

Power LC922
$21,878

Intel Xeon SP Gold 
6150 server:

$30,587

1. Based on IBM internal testing of MongoDB 3.6.2 using YCSB workload,  Results valid as of 4/11/18 and conducted under laboratory condition with speculative execution controls to mitigate user-to-kernel and user-to-user side-channel attacks on both 

systems, individual results can vary based on workload size, use of storage subsystems & other conditions.

2. IBM Power LC922 (2x22-core/2.6 GHz/256 GB memory) using 2 x internal HDD, 10 GbE two-port, 1 x 16gbps FCA running 4VM’s of Mongo 3.6 and RHEL 7.5 LE for Power9Competitive stack: 2-socket Intel Xeon SP (Skylake) Gold 6150 (2x18-core/2.7 

GHz/256 GB memory) using 2 x 300GB SATA 15K rpm  HDD, 10 GbE two-port, 1 x 16gbps FCA , running 3 VM’s Mongo 3.6 and RHEL 

3. Pricing is based on Power LC922 http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/linux-lc.html and publicly available x86 pricing.

28% LOWER 
Price2,3,4 Power L922 Delivers

2X
Price-performance

+

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/linux-lc.html


Reduce DBaaS operating costs with Power L922 Server running 
EnterpriseDB PostgreSql Advance Server 10
2.4X price-performance leadership over tested Intel Xeon SP Gold 6148 servers

Intel Xeon SP Gold 
6150 server:

611,118 tps

Power L922

853,709 tps

Power L922

$144,557

Intel Xeon SP Gold 
6148 server:

$243,166

40% LOWER 

Solution 
Price2,3,4

40% MORE 

Performance1

Power L922 Delivers

2.4X
Price-performance

+

1. Based on IBM internal testing of multiple VM images running pgbench benchmark at scale factor of 300, 20 GB buffer size.  Results valid as of 4/19/18. and conducted under laboratory condition with speculative execution controls to mitigate user-to-

kernel and user-to-user side-channel attacks on both systems, individual result can vary based on workload size, use of storage subsystems & other conditions.

2. IBM Power L922 (2x10-core/2.9 GHz/256 GB memory) 2 x 300GB SATA 7.2K rpm LFF HDD, 10 Gb two-port, 1 x 16gbps FCA, EDB Postgres Advanced Server 10, RHEL 7.5 with PowerVM (4 partitions@5-cores each), 

3. Competitive stack: 2-socket Intel Xeon Skylake Gold 6148 (2x20-core/2.4 GHz/256 GB memory), 2 x 300GB HDD, 1 Gb two-port, 1 x 16gbps FCA , EDB Postgres Advanced Server 10, RHEL 7.5, KVM (4 VMs@10-cores each)

4. Pricing is based on Power L922 pricing, EDB   https://webcms.enterprisedb.com/products/subscriptions ,  and publicly available x86 pricing.

https://webcms.enterprisedb.com/products/subscriptions


Power LC922 running cassandra-stress delivers superior performance1 with 
ScyllaDB vs Cassandra on tested x86 systems and at a lower price
3.9X price-performance versus Intel Xeon SP Gold 6140 based servers

1. Based on IBM internal testing of cassandra-stress workload using Gaussian 9M,4.5M,10K model with 80% reads/20% writes ,  Results valid as of 5/21/18 and conducted under laboratory condition with speculative execution controls to mitigate user-to-

kernel and user-to-user side-channel attacks on both systems, individual results can vary based on workload size, use of storage subsystems & other conditions.

2. IBM Power LC922 (2x22-core/2.6 GHz/256 GB memory) using 2 x internal HDD, 40 GbE, 1 x 1.6TB NVMe adapter running Scylla Enterprise 2018.1.0 on RHEL 7.5 LE for Power9

3. Competitive stack: 2-socket Intel Xeon SP (Skylake) Gold 6140 (2x18-core/2.3 GHz/256 GB memory) using 2 x internal HDD, 40 GbE, 1 x 1.6TB NVMe adapter running Open Source Cassandra 3.11.2 on RHEL 7.5

4. Pricing is based on Power LC922 http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/linux-lc.html and publicly available x86 pricing.

Intel Xeon SP Gold 
6140 server:

286,627 Ops/sec

Power LC922

906,463 Ops/sec

Power LC922

$25,615

Intel Xeon SP Gold 
6140 server:

$31,373

22%
LOWER
Price2,3,4

216% MORE 
Performance1

Power LC922 Delivers

3.9X
Price-performance

+

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/linux-lc.html


MongoDB, 
Postgres

MongoDB, EDB 

Postgres 

MongoDB, 
Redis

MongoDB

MariaDB
Community

EnterpriseDB 

Postgres, HWX  
Cassandra

Postgres

Ambientia

MariaDB

EnterpriseDB 

Splendid Data 
(Postgres) 

Redis

Postgres

PowerAI / SunDB

PowerAI / MongoDB 

MongoDB, MariaDB

MariaDB, 
Redis

Postgres, Redis
MongoDB

Hortonworks

Hortonworks

Hortonworks

Hortonworks

Hortonworks

Hortonworks

MongoDB, EDB, 
PowerAI

MongoDB
3 datacenters

Hortonworks

Egyptian Ministry of 
Interior

Hortonworks

Hortonworks

China Industrial  Bank

MariaDB Comm.

MongoDB

MongoDB, EDB, 
Scylla

Virginia, Illinois, 
Oregon 

Momentum for Open Source DBs & Cognitive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjztHzH51jQ
https://w3-connections.ibm.com/activities/service/html/mainpage#activitypage,7fe9f637-a86f-4430-8d65-9953e9c57348
http://www.asiainfodata.com/index.html
https://www.credit-agricole.com/en/



